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1 (a) Name two types of tax. 

1 mark for each of the two types.


Or: Direct [1] indirect [1]


Note: a maximum of two marks overall.

(b) Using information from the extract, explain what the Bahamas would benefit from an increase in household incomes in the US.

1 mark for: most tourists (8%) come from the USA.

1 mark for: tourists would increase/more visitors would come to the Bahamas/more will be spent on vacations in the Bahamas.

(c) Using information from the extract, draw a demand and supply diagram to show what is likely to have happened to the price of fish in 2012.

1 mark for axes correctly labelled.

1 mark for demand and supply curves correctly labelled.

1 mark for supply curve shifted to the left.

1 mark for correct equilibrium shown [both P and Q].

Figure 1(c)
(d) **Explain why an increase in a country's GDP is likely to reduce unemployment.**  
1 mark for: the country’s output/income/expenditure is increasing.  
1 mark for: firms are likely to respond to higher output by increasing employment.  
1 mark for: if employment increases, unemployment is likely to fall.

(e) **Analyse whether the information in Table 1 supports the view that an increase in GDP reduces unemployment and a decrease in GDP raises unemployment.**  
1 mark for most of the evidence supports the view.  
1 mark for: in 2008 and 2009 real GDP falls and unemployment rises.  
1 mark for: 2011 shows GDP increasing and unemployment falling.  
1 mark for: 2010 is the exception – GDP increases but unemployment remains unchanged.  
1 mark for noting the data may show nominal rather than real data.

Note: a maximum of 4 marks overall.
(f) Discuss whether a fall in the birth rate will benefit an economy. [5]

Up to 4 marks for why it might:

Up to 3 marks for: may reduce the dependency ratio [1] increase labour force in the short run [1] as fewer adults leave it to raise children [1].

Up to 3 marks for: reduce need for government spending [1], e.g. education and health [1] resources can be used for other purposes [1].

Up to 3 marks for: women are taking less time out to have children [1] focusing on work/careers [1] this will increase output/GDP.

Up to 2 marks for: less overcrowding [1] may raise living standards [1].

Up to 2 marks for: fewer school leavers/graduates in long run [1], therefore less unemployment [1].

Up to 2 marks for: the country may be overpopulated [1] so fewer scarce resources will now be used up [1].

Up to 2 marks for: less money is spent on (child) benefits [1] more can be spent on other things, e.g. education.

Up to 4 marks for why it might not:

Up to 3 marks for: may reduce demand [1] which may cause under use of resources [1] including unemployment [1].

Up to 3 marks for: the average age of the labour force will rise [1] it may become less mobile [1] less adaptable [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may reduce the size of the labour force in the long run [1] increase dependency ratio in the long run [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may lead to an ageing population in the long run [1] so proportionately more spent on health care/pensions [1].

Up to 2 marks for: businesses in the child care sector would suffer [1] causing loss of jobs for, e.g. nursery workers [1].

1 mark for: the effects will be experienced in the long run rather than the short run.

Maximum of 3 marks for a list-like response.

Note: a maximum of 5 marks overall.
(g) Explain how the two supply-side policy measures mentioned in the extract may reduce unemployment. [4]

1 mark for each of two supply-side policy measures identified:
- privatisation/government selling Bahamas Telecommunications
- cut in unemployment benefit.

1 mark for each of two explanations:
- firms may be more efficient/there is more competition in the private sector, and so expand and increase employment
- a cut in unemployment benefit may increase the incentive for people to work – reduce voluntary unemployment.
(h) Discuss whether the Bahamas should exploit any oil reserves it may find. [6]

**Up to 4 marks for why it should:**

Up to 3 marks for: increase GDP/output [1] which would increase employment [1] raise living standards [1].

Up to 3 marks for: oil production can be taxed [1] increase government revenue/reduce budget deficit [1] revenue can be spent on education/health care [1].

Up to 3 marks for: increase export revenue [1] because demand for oil is high worldwide [1] this may improve the current account position [1].

Up to 3 marks for: will diversify the economy/make it less specialised [1] oil is a less volatile industry than tourism [1] reduce risk of relying on tourism and financial services [1].

Up to 2 marks for: demand for oil may fall in the future [1] reserves may fall in the future [1].

Up to 2 marks for: the Bahamas will have their own source of fuel/not have to import [1] this will reduce costs for businesses [1].

Up to 2 marks for: oil should be exploited now whilst prices are high [1] in future the availability of alternative energy sources will drive oil prices down [1].

**Up to 4 marks for why it should not:**


Up to 3 marks for: may damage the environment [1], e.g. may cause pollution [1], thus reducing tourism [1].

Up to 2 marks for: other industries could be developed [1], e.g. shipping/fishing [1].

Up to 2 marks for: demand for oil may be higher in the future [1] so revenue may be greater if reserves are conserved now [1].

Up to 2 marks for: oil is a non-renewable resource [1] so supply will eventually run out, causing structural problems for the economy [1].

Up to 2 marks for: oil exploration involves a large (opportunity) cost [1] that could be spent elsewhere, e.g. developing the fishing industry [1].

Maximum of 3 marks for a list-like response.

Note: a maximum of 6 marks overall.
2 (a) What is the difference between labour and enterprise? [4]

Up to 2 marks for: labour is human/effort/workers’ services [1] whilst enterprise is the ability and willingness to bear uncertain risks/organise other factors of production [1].

Up to 2 marks for another relevant comparison, e.g.:
• the reward for labour is wages [1], whereas the reward for enterprise is profit [1]
• enterprise tends to be more geographically or occupationally mobile than labour [2].

(b) Explain why farmers should consider opportunity cost when deciding how to use their factors of production. [4]


Up to 2 marks for recognising that if factors of production are scarce resources [1] and if used to produce one type of product they cannot be used to produce another type of product [1].

Up to 2 marks for relating to farming, e.g. if land is used to grow wheat [1] it cannot be used to grow barley [1].

Maximum of 3 marks if no reference to farmers.

Note: a maximum of 4 marks overall.
(c) Using a production possibility curve diagram, analyse the effect of a decrease in the supply of labour and enterprise on an economy. [5]

Figure 2 (c)

Up to 3 marks for the diagram:

1 mark for axes correctly labelled in terms of two different products or types of products.

1 mark for the original curve or downward sloping line.

1 mark for showing the curve or line shifting to the left.

Up to two marks for written comments:

1 mark for fewer resources shifts the PPC to the left.

1 mark for fewer resources reduces the ability of an economy to produce both products/reduces productive potential/reduces GDP.
(d) Discuss whether an increase in the quality of a country’s factors of production will always increase its exports. [7]

**Up to 5 marks for why it might:**


Up to 3 marks for: supply of goods and services for export could increase [1] due to higher productivity of factors [1] causing prices to fall [1] raising the demand for exports [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may raise the quality of exports [1] may make exports more quality competitive [1] may increase demand for exports [1].

**Up to 5 marks for why it might not:**

Up to 4 marks for: quality of other country’s factors of production may rise by more [1] so price competitiveness of exports may fall [1] quality competitiveness of exports may fall [1] demand for exports may fall [1].

Up to 4 marks for: payments to factors of production may rise by more than quality/higher factor payments may be needed to increase export quality [1] this will raise costs [1] pushing up price [1] reducing demand [1].


Up to 3 marks for an additional comment: It depends upon the type of product being exported [1], e.g. a staple food such as rice will be little affected [1] whilst a luxury good could be greatly affected [1].

Up to 2 marks for: income abroad may fall [1] reducing foreigners ability to buy exports [1].

Up to 2 marks for: output may be mainly for domestic consumption [1] and so not available for export markets [1].

Maximum of 4 marks for a list-like response.

Note: a maximum of 7 marks overall.
3 (a) Describe what determines ‘equilibrium price’.  [2]

2 marks for: demand and supply/market forces.

Or 1 mark for demand OR supply.

Note: a diagram is acceptable.

(b) Explain two reasons why the supply curve of a product may shift to the right.  [4]

1 mark for each of two reasons identified, e.g.:
- government subsidy
- falls in costs of production
- advances in technology
- good weather
- seasonal factors
- increased use of pesticides/fertilisers/capital equipment (e.g. tractors)
- reduction in indirect tax
- changes in the price of other products produced.

1 mark for each of two explanations, e.g.:
- a government subsidy will reduce costs of production/provides an incentive to produce more
- a fall in costs of production means that firms can produce more at the same price
- advances in technology lower costs of production
- good weather can increase the supply of agricultural products
- when a crop is in season, the supply increases
- pesticides/fertilisers/more capital increase crop yields
- reduction in indirect tax lowers costs of production
- if the price of one product firms produce falls, they may move resources to this product.

(c) Analyse what effect a fall in price may have on a farmer’s profit.  [6]

1 mark for: a fall in price will increase the quantity of a farmer's product demanded.

Up to 5 marks for: if demand is elastic [1] demand will increase proportionately more than the fall in price [1] a fall in price will raise revenue [1] to produce more to take advantage of higher demand, total cost will rise [1] profit will increase if revenue rises by more than costs [1] to increase output, a farmer must have spare resources [1].

Up to 3 marks for: if demand is inelastic [1] demand will fall proportionately less than the fall in price [1] a fall in price will reduce revenue [1] lower revenue will reduce profits if costs remain unchanged [1].

1 mark for: profit is revenue minus costs.

Note: a maximum of 6 marks overall.
(d) Discuss whether the price of food is likely to increase in the future. [8]

Up to 6 marks for reasons why it might:

Up to 2 marks for: rise in population size [1] leading to higher demand [1].

Up to 2 marks for: rise in incomes [1] resulting in higher demand [1].


Up to 2 marks for: rise in demand for biofuels [1] and so a reduction in resources to produce food [1].

Up to 2 marks for: fall in food supply [1] due to, e.g. weather conditions/natural resources [1].

Up to 2 marks for: food markets may become monopolies [1] which charge higher prices [1].

Up to 2 mark for: costs of food production rise [1] such as increased wages [1].

Up to 6 marks for reasons why it might not:

Up to 2 marks for: advances in technology [1] leading to higher supply [1].

Up to 2 marks for: more efficient use of resources [1] increasing supply [1].

Up to 2 marks for: fall in the cost of factors of production (e.g. seeds, tractors) [1] leading to increased supply [1].


Up to 2 marks for: good weather conditions/absence of natural disasters [1] increasing supply [1].

Up to 2 marks for: increased competition in agriculture [1] pushing prices lower [1].

Up to 4 marks for why there may be variations in the future price of different types of food:

Up to 2 marks for why changes in demand may vary:
- changes in tastes may occur [1], e.g. demand for meat may increase/fall [1]
- changes in population size may vary [1]
- health reports may discourage/encourage consumption of certain food products [1].

Up to 2 marks for why changes in supply may vary:
- some foods can be stored more easily [1]
- some are more resistant to disease [1]
- some may be subsidised [1] but this is not always passed on to the consumer [1].

Note: a maximum of 8 marks overall.
4 (a) Describe how fixed costs and variable costs are influenced by a rise in output. [2]

Fixed costs will not change [1] in the short run [1].

Variable costs will rise [1].

Note: a maximum of 2 marks overall.

(b) Explain two reasons why someone may be prepared to work for a low wage. [4]

1 mark for each of two reasons identified:
- hope of promotion
- good working conditions
- fringe benefits
- lack of skills/qualifications
- job security
- job satisfaction
- unemployment in the economy/lack of demand for labour.

1 mark for each of two explanations, e.g.:
- a worker may be prepared to work for low wages if s/he expects higher pay in the future
- a worker may prefer good working conditions to high wages
- fringe benefits (e.g. company car) may compensate for low wages
- lack of skills/qualifications may mean workers have no option but to work for low wages
- job security may be a key objective during a time of high unemployment
- a number of people accept low wages if they find a job rewarding/have a vocation
- few jobs available means supply of labour exceeds demand, forcing wages down.

(c) Analyse two ways a bank can help a firm increase in size. [4]

1 mark for each of two ways identified:
- lending money
- advice
- help with mergers
- low interest rate.

1 mark for each of two analytical points:
- providing finance to, e.g. buy new capital equipment/may be in the form of overdrafts or loans
- advice may be given on, e.g. how to cut costs/raise revenue
- a bank may help a firm to sell shares to raise the finance to buy another firm/may draw up documents on a merger
- providing low interest keeps cost of expansion down.

Note: a maximum of 4 marks overall.
(d) Discuss, using the Nigerian film (movie) industry as an example, whether consumers will benefit from larger firms. [10]

Up to 7 marks for reasons why they might:

Up to 4 marks for: price may be lower [1] due to lower costs [1] because of economies of scale [1], e.g. buying in bulk/borrowing more easily and cheaply [1].


Up to 3 marks for: may produce a greater range of products [1] because of greater availability of factors of production, e.g. labour [1] giving consumers more choice [1].

Up to 7 marks for why they might not:

Up to 4 marks for: prices may be higher [1] due to higher costs [1] because of diseconomies of scale [1], e.g. problems of control and co-ordination [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may exploit any monopoly power [1] to push up price [1] due to lack of competition [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may not provide a personal service [1] may not respond to individual needs [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may not be flexible [1] may not respond quickly to changes in demand [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may put small independents out of business [1] restricting the range (of films) available [1].

Maximum of 5 marks for a list-like approach.

Note: a maximum of 8 marks if there is no reference to the film (movie) industry.

Note: a maximum of 10 marks overall.
5 (a) Explain what is meant by a fall in the rate of inflation. [2]

1 mark for: prices/price level rising.

1 mark for: rising more slowly.

(b) Explain what can cause an increase in the costs of production. [3]

Up to 4 marks for: labour shortages cause wages to rise [1] a rise in wages [1] higher wages will increase labour costs [1] labour costs will rise if wages increase by more than productivity [1].

Up to 2 marks for: a rise in raw material costs [1] higher raw material costs may be caused by a shortage of supply/a fall in the exchange rate [1].

Up to 2 marks for: rise in profit margins [1] normal profit is included in costs of production [1].

Up to 2 marks for: scarcity of resources (e.g. land, labour, capital) [1] causing the price of the resource to rise [1].

Up to 2 marks for: an increase in taxes on firms [1] taxes are an additional cost [1].

Note: a maximum of 3 marks overall.

(c) Analyse why a reduction in the rate of interest may cause inflation. [6]

1 mark for: a lower rate of interest will reduce the cost of borrowing/more will be borrowed.

1 mark for: a lower rate of interest will reduce the incentive to save/less will be saved.

1 mark for: consumer expenditure and investment are likely to increase.

1 mark for: higher spending will increase total (aggregate) demand.

1 mark for: firms are likely to respond to higher demand by raising prices.

1 mark for: as demand rises, shortages of resources develop pushing up prices.

1 mark for: demand-pull inflation may occur.

1 mark for: the currency will be weaker.

1 mark for: the money supply will expand.

Note: a maximum of 6 marks overall.
(d) Discuss whether inflation harms everyone in an economy. \[9\]

**Up to 6 marks for why it may harm some:**

Up to 3 marks for: those workers whose wages rise by less than inflation [1] will experience a fall in purchasing power [1] people on fixed incomes will lose out [1].

Up to 3 marks for: savers/lenders will lose out [1] if the rate of interest does not rise [1] in line with inflation [1].

Up to 3 marks for: taxpayers may pay more in tax [1] if tax rates are not adjusted [1] in line with inflation [1].

Up to 2 marks for: inflation reduces the purchasing power of money [1] consumers are able to buy less [1] if the inflation rate exceeds any rise in income [1].

Up to 2 marks for: exporters may sell fewer products [1] as products will become less price competitive [1].

Up to 2 marks for: firms competing with imports may lose sales [1] if their inflation rate is higher [1].

**Up to 6 marks for why some may gain:**

Up to 3 marks for: firms may be encouraged to expand [1] as a result of a low and steady rate [1] of demand-pull inflation [1].

Up to 2 marks for: borrowers may gain [1] borrowers may pay back less in real terms [1].

Up to 2 marks for: some workers may gain [1] if their wages rise by more than inflation/have strong bargaining power [1].

Up to 3 marks for: the government may receive more tax revenue [1] from indirect taxes whose prices have risen [1] or if higher incomes move people into higher tax brackets [1].

**Up to 4 marks for overall comments, e.g.:**

Up to 3 marks for: will depend on the rate of inflation [1] higher rate will be more harmful [1] accelerating rate will be more harmful/cause more uncertainty [1].

Up to 3 marks for: will depend on the cause of inflation [1] cost-push inflation is more harmful than demand-pull [1] cost-push may be accompanied by a fall in GDP whilst demand-pull by a rise in GDP [1].

Up to 3 marks for: it will depend on the inflation rate in other countries [1] if lower than other countries will be less harmful/if higher more harmful [1] prices may still be lower than other rival countries [1].

Up to 2 marks for: it does not affect those who have assets such as land [1] whose value will rise along with inflation [1].

Maximum of 5 marks for a list-like response.

Note: a maximum of 9 marks overall.
6  (a) Identify four characteristics of a developed country. [4]

1 mark for each of four characteristics, e.g.:
- high income per head
- low birth rate
- low death rate
- high dependency ratio
- long life expectancy
- high proportion of the labour force in tertiary sector/low proportion in primary
- low infant mortality rate
- high labour productivity
- high level of saving
- high investment
- high level of literacy/education provision.

(b) Explain two measures of living standards. [4]

1 mark for each of two measures identified:
- real GDP per head or GDP per head
- human development index or HDI
- other relevant composite measures, e.g. MPI or ISEW
- single indicators, e.g. number of doctors per head.

1 mark for each of two explanations:
- real GDP per head gives a measure of average income and is found by dividing real GDP by population/gives an indication of material living standards
- HDI takes into account not only income but also education and life expectancy
- Multidimensional Poverty index takes into account, e.g. those without access to clean water
- ISEW also considers changes in environmental conditions
- A high number of doctors per head suggests good health care.

(c) Analyse how a rise in productivity may increase living standards. [4]

- more can be produced with the same resources [1]
- higher productivity may improve the quality of products [1]
- higher productivity may reduce costs of production [1]
- lower costs will increase international competitiveness [1]
- increased international competitiveness can increase net exports [1]
- higher demand will raise incomes [1] and employment [1]
- higher incomes and employment should increase living standards [1].

Note: a maximum of 4 marks overall.
(d) Discuss whether developed countries are likely to attract more foreign investment than developing countries. [8]

Up to 6 marks for why developed countries might:


Up to 4 marks for: good infrastructure/facilities already established [1], e.g. good road/rail links [1] low costs of transport [1] high profits [1].

Up to 3 marks for: high demand for products produced [1] due to high incomes/standard of living [1] and so high profits [1].


Up to 2 marks for: stable economy [1] so less risks for foreign investors [1].

Up to 2 marks for: developed legal system [1] which protects property rights [1].

Up to 2 marks for: supporting ancillary industries/developed tertiary sector [1], e.g. providing banking services/component parts [1].

Up to 2 marks for: fewer security concerns [1] firms are more confident to invest [1].

Up to 2 marks for: access to better technology [1] more efficient production [1].

Up to 6 marks for why developing countries might attract more FDI:


Up to 3 marks for: land is cheap/natural resources to exploit [1] these can be exported [1] raising revenue [1].


Up to 2 marks for: currency may be cheaper [1] making investments cost less [1].

Note: a maximum of 8 marks overall.
7 (a) Describe what is meant by a current account surplus. [4]

4 marks for credit items on exports, income and current transfers exceed debit items on imports, income and current transfers.

3 marks for revenue from the export of goods and services exceeds expenditure on the import of goods and services.

2 marks for export revenue exceeds import expenditure.

1 mark for credit items exceed debit items.

1 mark for exports exceed imports.

Note: a maximum of 4 marks overall.

(b) Analyse why a country’s exchange rate may rise in value. [6]

Up to 4 marks for: the government/central bank [1] may decide to raise the value of a fixed exchange rate [1] by buying the currency [1] or raising the rate of interest [1].

Up to 3 marks for: demand for exports may rise [1], e.g. due to rise in incomes abroad/rise in quality of domestic products/fall in domestic inflation rate/rise in domestic productivity [1] will increase demand for the currency [1].

Up to 3 marks for: demand for imports may fall [1], e.g. due to fall in domestic incomes/rise in quality of domestic products/rise in inflation abroad/fall in productivity abroad [1] will reduce the supply of the currency [1].

Up to 2 marks for: FDI into the country may increase [1] which will increase demand for the currency [1].

Up to 2 marks for: speculation [1] traders may buy the currency expecting its value to rise in the future [1].

Up to 2 marks for: demand for the currency increases [1] supply of currency falls [1].

1 mark for: demand for the currency exceeds the supply.

Note: a maximum of 6 marks overall.
(c) Discuss whether engaging in free trade will always benefit an economy. [10]

**Up to 7 marks for the benefits of free trade:**


Up to 3 marks for: protecting domestic industries may be inefficient [1] infant industries may not have the potential to grow [1] may become dependent on support [1].

Up to 2 marks for: prevents retaliation [1] stops trade wars/keeps exports high [1].

Up to 2 marks for: allows import of resources not available/more expensive domestically [1] allowing firms to produce more efficiently [1].

Up to 2 marks for: offers consumers a variety of goods and services [1] from a wide range of different countries [1].

**Up to 7 marks for disadvantages of free trade:**

Up to 5 marks for: may prevent development of infant industries [1] may have high start up costs [1] initially unable to take advantage of economies of scale [1] charge high prices [1] may have the potential to become competitive [1].

Up to 4 marks for: there may be unfair competition [1] dumping [1] selling at a price below cost [1] making it impossible for domestic firms to compete [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may result in declining and strategic industries going out of business [1] sudden increase in unemployment [1] increase structural unemployment [1].

Up to 3 marks for: increased dependence on other countries for products [1] so less control over what is imported [1] such as poor quality goods/illegal items [1].

Up to 5 marks for a list-like response.

Note: a maximum of 10 marks overall.